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Figure 3: (a) Schematic of 6 coils (b) FEMM model
11 coil set - 16kA/coil at 4kHz

Figure 4: (a) Comparision of Bq at r=52mm (b) 11 coils on machine

• The setup with 11 coils allowed for formation of higher-flux CTs.
• The absence of gaps outboard of the insulator above and below the

coils reduced displacement of the levitation field during CT formation,
leading to a reduction of plasma/insulator interaction and impurities.

• Even at increased formation voltage, total spectral power was ~4 times
lower with 11 coils.

• CT lifetime was increased ~50%, up to ~190ms, with 11 coils. It is
expected that lifetime would increase to ~360ms with a setup with 11
coils on a quartz-radius ceramic wall.

• CT lifetime was increased, up to ~160ms, by shortening the ceramic
insulator by 7.5cm and adding a steel extension tube (figure 3 (a)).

• The extension mitigated the problems of sputtering of steel at the
alumina/steel lower interface, and of CT radiative heat loss due to
impurities being added to the plasma as a result of plasma interaction
with the insulating wall, especially during the formation process.

• Increasing initial CT flux (ie increasing Vform and stuffing field) to the
nominal levels associated with MRT CTs did not improve lifetime.

• An insulator with larger internal radius was tried - original ceramic
(alumina) replaced with quartz.

• tdecay scales with r2, so lifetime should have increased from 160ms to
~240ms, but decreased to 120ms - the quartz wall led to even more
impurities and further cooling.

• Furthermore, unlike with aluminum and alumina, CT performance with
the quartz wall didn’t improve very much after Li gettering.

Figure 5: Poloidal field for levitated CT with 11 coils
(a) with 2.5 mW cables (b) with 70 mW cables

• Adding resistance to the circuit between the main inductors and the coils
(figure 2) helped match the decay rate of Blev to that of Iplasma.

• This improved on the ‘unintentional compression’ situation in which a
nearly constant levitation flux pushes on a CT which has rapidly
decreasing flux.

• A much higher rate of ‘good’ shots, smoother decays of Bq & Bf, and a
~10% increase in lifetime, was observed with the 70 mW cables.

Figure 6: Bq, Bf, and density profiles for an example high-compression ratio shot, with ‘flux conservation
parameter’ ~0.7. The flux conservation parameter is t1 / t2, where t1 is the average time (over the 2 probes
180o apart at 26mm) from the start of the compression pulse to the time at which the measured Bq falls to 0,
and t2 is half-period of the compression current.

• Bq rises by a factor 9.1(max) / 7.5(avg), r=26mm probes, at compression,
& density (r=65mm interferometer) rises by a factor of 7 ( shot #39735).

• Density front generally moves in at 5 to 10 km/sec on compression shots.

• With the original design levitation field profile from 6 coils, CTs were
short-lived, up to ~100ms FWHM from poloidal probes at 52mm. In
contrast, similar General Fusion (MRT) injectors, without sustainment
and with an aluminum outer flux conserver instead of a levitation field
had lifetimes greater than 300ms.

General Fusion is developing a magnetized target fusion power plant.
Implosion of a liquid lithium-lead shell by the action of pistons external to
the shell will compress a compact torus to fusion conditions[1]. The SMRT
magnetic compression experiment was designed as a repetitive non-
destructive test to study plasma physics applicable to magnetic target
fusion compression.
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Figure 1: SMRT schematic

A spheromak compact torus (CT) is formed with a magnetized Marshall
gun into a containment region with an hour-glass shaped inner flux
conserver (the chalice), and an insulating outer wall. The experiment has
external coils to keep the CT off the outer wall (levitation) and then rapidly
compress it inwards.
Diagnostics included over 20 probes to measure Bq at the CT edge & Bf
(shaft current), and thru-CT- chords for laser interferometers (3), optical
emission (5), ion doppler (2), spectrometers (2), as well as Xray-phosphor
imaging.

Figure 2: Levitation and compression circuit for a single-turn coil.

Each coil had a separate identical circuit. Unlike the crowbarred levitation
currents, compression currents are allowed to ring with the capacitor
discharge. Peak CT comp. is achieved at the peak of the 1st half period.
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Figure 8: Typical flux-lossy compression shot with 6 coils. Compressional flux conservation, compression
symmetry (ie. % difference in mag. comp. ratios at the 2 probes 180o apart at r=26mm), and magnetic
compression ratios, were improved with the 11 coil configuration. All data shown here is from shots with
compression fired 40-60ms after formation, and at Vcomp (14kV).

• Vastly improved compressional flux conservation with 11 coils may be due
to the field profile as well as impurity reduction.
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Figure 7: After the 50ms capacitor-driven formation pulse, crowbarred current continues to flow in 2
separate current loops as indicated. External poloidal current, and Bf at probes, rise at compression as
the current path shifts to a lower inductance one (central subfigure). Kink instability results in a
concentration of diverted current at the kink location. This explains the dip in Bf that is observed at one
toroidal angle on many compression shots (eg see Figure 6). Kink can be stabilized by adding toroidal
field (shaft current), but is independent of the presence of a conducting outer wall.

• Asymmetric current diversion was also usual towards the end of CT life on
levitation-only shots with the low resistance levitation circuit (low level
compression), but was not observed on levitation-only shots with the 70
mW cables.

• Ideally, as the CT decompresses, the current path returns towards its pre-
compression path.

• Flux-conserving compression shots generally exhibited more asymmetric
current diversion than non flux-conserving shots, perhaps because the
latter destabilized through another mechanism.

• Several shots with ~1ms of sustained ~90kA capacitor-driven shaft
current have clear n-odd fluctuations in Bq. Increasing sustained current at
compression would likely stabilize the kink

t1 t2

• We developed an energy and toroidal flux conserving finite element
axisymmetric MHD code to study CT formation and compression.

• The Braginskii MHD equations with anisotropic heat conduction were 
implemented, with either constant diffusion coefficients or coefficients 
based on the Chapman-Enskog-like closures, with the option of Bohm 
diffusion for perpendicular thermal diffusion.

• Plasma resistivity based on the Spitzer model is isotropic, as is 
viscosity which can be chosen to be either constant or based on the 
Braginskii equations.

• To simulate plasma / insulating wall interaction, we couple the vacuum
field solution in the insulating region to the full MHD solution in the
remainder of the domain, while maintaining toroidal flux conservation.

• Simulations can start from vacuum field (formation) or from a Grad-
Shafranov equilibrium (GSE).

• Boundary conditions for y, pertaining to main, levitation and
compression currents are obtained using a FEMM model of the
machine geometry.

• Levitation & compression y bcs, and, for formation sims, the voltage
across the machine electrodes, and, for simulations starting with a
GSE, the shaft current, are time-evolved according to shot-dependent
experimentally measured signals.

• Models to simulate cooling due to plasma–neutral interaction were
implemented.

• Options are for fwd. Euler, RK2 and RK4 timestepping. A simple self-
corrective timestep-adjustment method was implemented.

• Simulated diagnostics (Bn_e & T_i).
• A method was developed to find the q profile of the CT.
• The GSE and q-profile solutions have been benchmarked against the

Corsica code and found to be in agreement to within <0.1%. Simulation
results from the MHD part of the code converge with increased mesh
resolution and closely match those of the experiment.
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• Reducing plasma–wall interaction and consequent impurities/radiative cooling
with a modification of the levitation field profile led to longer-lived CTs.

• The new profile greatly improved compressional flux-conservation.
• Lifetime would likely increase to the level seen with a metal wall if the quartz is

replaced with a more suitable material.
• Matching the decay rates of levitation current and Iplasma led to increased good

shot repeatability, less apparent MHD activity, and ~10% lifetime increase.
• Additional shaft current is required to stabilize kink.

CONCLUSIONS

Initial particle density is concentrated
around the gas-puff location. Assume initial
radial current through the high-density
region. VForm(t) is from experiment. FForm(z,t)
is added to rhs_f at each timestep.

Figure 9:
(a) Energy partitions for solution starting with a GSE; (b) Toroidal flux conservation (formation run)

bcs:

Figure 9: Profile of gForm(z) (logistic function)

Figure 10: Grid arrangement with insulating region - 6 coil setup
(a) Plasma-region mesh (b) Insulating region
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